


Quarterly Ag Site Activity Report
January 2021 – March 2021

The following report compares third-party visits-share 
data across six categories important to agriculture. The 
purpose is to make comparisons between key web 
sites and their engagement with the ag audience.

FYI, Rooster reached out to some vendors in early 2021 to request comparable first-
party data but could not generate enough commitment to add that to the mix for 
this report. This data is presented as quality directional data accessible by most in 
the industry through a respected toolset.

Numbers provided by SEMRush



Steady Agriculture.com rises to the top

NOTE: Agriculture.com’s steady consistency has allowed the Meredith product to snatch the lead in 
visits among its competitors. Farm Progress and DTNPF have steadily inclined. Meanwhile AgWeb, the 
historical leader, has fallen below the 1 million visits metric for two straight months. While direct traffic 
is off, the largest decline is from search traffic, which has dropped more than 50 percent since Q4. 



Equipment searches continue decline in Q1

NOTE: Usage of the equipment listing sites slowly declined throughout Q1 but the mix was steady. The 
dropped continued a Q4 trend with Q1 declining from Q4 by 5 percent and the visits dropped 15 
percent since last June. 



Beef Magazine leads for now

NOTE: Beef Magazine and Drovers have traded the lead in cattle news visits for years and we are in a 
window where Beef Magazine holds the visits lead. Given the traffic journey on Drovers includes 
FarmJournal.com and AgWeb.com paths, which also house cattle news, this could be a cannibalism 
issue more than a drop in traffic. The Cattle Site and Cattle Range are closing the gap. 



Hoards closes the gap on Dairy Herd

NOTE: Dairy Herd and Hoards haven’t been this close in visits in a few years. There remains a 40,000 
page view gap for Dairy Herd based on site engagement and the same cannibalism story mentioned for 
Drovers is in play here as well. 



The Poultry Site leads steady category

NOTE: Poultry News is a new category to the report for 2021. It’s a steady grouping of sites with The 
Poultry Site at the top, followed by WattAgNet.



The Pig Site maintains wide gap

NOTE: ThePigSite from Global Ag Media leads in the hog news arena by a large margin. National Hog 
Farmer holds down the second position with Pig333 in third. 



New normal for seed site traffic

NOTE: Primarily on the strength of Pioneer.com visits falling from 920,800 last August to 225,500 last month, 
the whole category is off 65 percent in visits since last August. Search traffic is the big drop for Pioneer. 



Machinery category pulled by Deere

NOTE: Visits increased slightly in Q1 thanks to Deere’s upward movement. That allowed the category to 
move up 4 percent since last November. 



AgLeader and Precision Planting on top

NOTE: The visits gap between Precision Planting and AgLeader closed even more in Q1 but the page 
view disparity remains large. Precision Planting averages 2 times more page views per visit than 
AgLeader. 



Thank You!


